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Season 8, Episode 30
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The Fundamental Things Apply



David dumps Valerie and tells her that the break-up is her fault. Gwyneth admits that she is in love with Noah and seeks Valerie's help to get him away from Donna. Val suggests that she sabotage Donna's fashion show, so Gwyneth spills wine on most of the dresses. Noah orders Gwyneth to leave, but Donna lashes out at him for not ending the friendship. Val has a one-night stand with the fashion show photographer. She soon discovers that he is an intravenous drug user. Brandon and Kelly become overwhelmed by wedding preparations. They try to reunite a refugee with his wife, whom he lost when he was flown from Sarajevo for medical treatment. Sarah tells Steve that she is married, but separated from her husband. She decides to seek marriage counseling while continuing to date Steve. David throws a fit when a clothing store fails to pay him for a jingle.
Quest roles:
Lindsay Price(Janet Sosna), Rosie Malek-Yonan, Sarah Aldrich, Brandi Andres, Spencer Rochfort, Chuti Tiu


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
13 May 1998, 00:00
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